
Read about “Munch” & “The Scream” :  wikipedia.org

Exact Name of artist _______________________________________

Original title from artist __________________________________________

Source of Inspiration _______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Translate “Skirk” into english _________________

Complete what the artist wrote of his inspiration: “One evening I was walking 

along a path, the city was on one side and the fjord below. I felt tired and ill.  

_________________________________________ _________________

________________________ _________________________________

________. I painted this picture, painted the clouds as actual blood. The color 

shrieked. This became The Scream.”

Image Gallery

Name year completed / media for each of the two “Scream” samples shown

- - -

The Storm (Another Munch Work) Video Link www.khanacademy.org

The painting is simultaneously ___________________ & 

___________________

Year painted ___________.

How are figures similar to The Scream?

- - -

The Scream Interactive

Write one sentence that you find interesting. from an analysis shown in any 

one of the 5 white boxes 

Add to the thoughts if you wish.

Variations

If you include the black and white lithograph shown on wikipedia - how many 

variations (i do not like the word copy as it implies there is not an original) 

_________

What is the time span from the first tempera to the last tempera   

_______ to _______

Interesting thought! 

What is the understood about the painting here?

Does it change the way you see the painting? If yes - How

May 2012 Sale of the only privately owned “Scream”

What day was the painting sold?

Which Auction house sold the work? 

How much was paid for the painting?

How is that price significant?

How many minutes did it take to sell once the bidding started?

- - -

Munch Website

In what year was Munch born? 

In what year did he pass away?

Whom had he lost by the time he was 15 years old?

What happened in 1892?

Themes in Munch’s work  Scan through the Themes in Munch’s work.

Notice how many of munch’s paintings are next to water or are about water

Choose any three works from 1890-1900 that might be related in theme or 

compositon to The Scream

List Title and Date for your three choices

YOUR WRITING…

On the back - IN FULL SENTENCES describe your “appreciation” of the work.

What do you now know or understand that you previously did not. Etc.

ART 110 - D U E  F R I D AY  M A R  4      Name _________________________________________
As we did for “The Starry Night” and “The Great Wave” we will take a closer look at a work, the artist, the setting and discover  

what makes “The Scream” one of the most recognized images in all of art.  
Before You Begin - Please Spend a few Moments Looking at the Image. What is it about? What is being shown? Is it a loud painting?

Links for All Questions @ www.ballstudio.net


